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“One of the grandest projects in the entire country is Mt. Beautiful.”
MaryAnn Worobiec

Mt. Beautiful

Chardonnay
2015
North Canterbury, New Zealand

92

POINTS

“A flinty chardonnay with ripe flavors of baked apples and peach fuzz, this
wine’s expansive oak presence doesn’t impinge on the earthier, mineral
elements of its structure.”

Wine & Spirits,
Joshua Greene
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TheShout,
Cameron Douglas

“Fine bouquet of sweet, ripe stone fruit and apple all dipping in newish oak
with vanilla and wood aromas, some mineral and wild flowers and a touch
of wild honey add depth and complexity.
On the palate – juicy, fresh, ripe, warm and dry; flavours of citrus before
stone fruit, noticeable wood spice with mild tannins, medium acidity and
a fairly lengthy finish; decent complexity and desirable flavours. Serve cool
to serve; drink now and through 2022.”
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POINTS

“The wine shows lovely ripeness and elegant complexity, showing
fragrant aromas of stone fruit, lemon peel, vanilla and nougat with a hint
of cedary oak infusion. It is succulent and beautifully rounded on the
palate, and delivers creamy texture and attractive fruit intensity, leading to
a persistent, delectable finish. At its best: now to 2019.”

Wine Orbit,
Sam Kim

90

POINTS
SILVER

“Pure, focused chardonnay with tree fruit and citrus grapefruit flavours, plus
a suggestion of root ginger, brioche and spicy oak. High alcohol (14.5%)
promotes subtle warmth and a slightly peppery texture but the wine can
handle it. Drink 2017 – 2022.”

The Real Reviews,
Bob Campbell
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“Bright, clean and juicy with silky texture and good depth; long, smooth
and toasty; racy and dense; fresh and lively.”

POINTS

Anthony Dias-Blue,
Blue Reviews /
The Tasting Panel

Beautiful wine comes from a beautiful place

www.mtbeautiful.co.nz

